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Abstract

The preferred location and the corresponding energetics of zeolite-embedded single

metal atoms and small metal particles are hot topics within active sites optimization

and catalysts tuning, even as part of bifunctional materials design. In this context,

periodic density functional theory was used to provide insights on the interactions of

a platinum atom with the microporous cages of a purely silicious β-zeolite framework

(BEA). Cluster growth was subsequently addressed, up to Pt3@BEA systems, following

a one-by-one platinum atom addition; platinum migration between cages was taken

into account as well. An unbiased approach was employed, which allowed a wide

panorama of structures being considered in addition to a thorough analysis in terms

of energetics, cluster geometries and cavity distortions. Calculations revealed that the

optimal interaction geometry for a single platinum atom is realized where two strong

Pt–O bonds in almost linear arrangement can form, regardless of the cavity involved.

This can cause distortions or even breaking of the zeolite structure, a factor which

however is not decisive in determining the energetics of systems with two and three

platinum atoms. Platinum migration is associated with energy barriers ranging from
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100 to 200 kJ mol−1, depending on the cages. Up to the dimensions considered here,

preference for clustering is observed, being the embedded Pt3 systems in almost all

cases energetically favored with respect to isolated atoms within the BEA framework.

Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicates successfully used as heterogeneous catalysts in many

acid-catalyzed reactions, due to their well determined topology and microporous structure,

together with the associated adsorption and shape-selective properties.1,2 Hydroisomeriza-

tion and hydrocracking of paraffines, alkylation, alkoxylation and selective reduction of ni-

trogen oxides provide some examples of processes exploiting zeolites Brønsted acid strength.

This is associated with the silicon-aluminium framework substitution and the addition of

a charge compensating H+ cation.3–6 A key factor in these applications is the presence

of metallic components, thus forming a bifunctional catalysts,7 that exploit hydrogena-

tion/dehydrogenation activity of a noble metal such as platinum or palladium. As an acidic

component, β-zeolite (BEA) is one of the most notable and extensively used.8–12 In BEA

structure, silicon and oxygen atoms are linked together to form 3D intersecting 12-membered

rings (diameter of 6-7 Å along the [010] and [100] axes, 5-6 Å along [001]), together with

6, 5 and 4-membered rings. These give raise to smaller pores which are still wide enough

to host metal atoms.13–15 However, in general, the metal can be located not only inside the

cavities but also on the outer surface of the crystals, or even supported on an inorganic

binder in composite materials.16–18 Many experimental efforts have been addressed to study

the effects of synthesis variables on the metal location and particle dispersion, which in turn

affect activity and selectivity of the catalyst.19–23 In this respect, a prominent role is played

also by the defective sites (mostly silanol groups located on mesopores surface) of which BEA

is particularly abundant;24,25 synthetic strategies can be tuned to exploit defective sites in

order to enhance the catalytic activities.26

The advantages of an atomistic approach on tuning catalysts properties are well es-
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tablished.27–39 In particular, computational chemistry, mostly based on Density Functional

Theory (DFT), had an enormous impact on the development of zeolite catalytic materials

and processes.40–46 As a matter of fact, while Hou et al.47 have investigated, by means of

periodic DFT calculations, the stabilization of platinum atom and/or clusters inside the

cavities of medium size high-silica zeolites (i.e. LTA, SOD, CHA, FAU), to the best of our

knowledge, a step by step computational approach on platinum clustering inside large pores

of aluminosilicates is still missing. In fact, commonly either singly supported platinum atoms

or Pt nanoparticles are considered, without giving any idea about their formation yet.48–50

In this context, the present work aims at providing atomistic level insights on: i) the pref-

erential location of a platinum atom embedded in β-zeolite cages, ii) the energetics related

to platinum atoms’ migration and iii) the cluster growth process up to a Pt3 seed. The in-

vestigation employs a one-by-one atom addition approach driven by an unbiased algorithm,

described in the next section. Thus, a wide panorama of structures being considered, the

analysis is performed on energetics, cluster geometries and cavity distortions. Migration of

a platinum atom between different zeolite cages is also addressed, searching for the related

transition state. For the here reported study, a pristine BEA structure was employed, being

this the necessary starting point for every wider investigation aiming at the characterization

of the growth energetics of metal particles in β-zeolite models, which include, e.g., aluminum

substitution in different ratios and the presence of various kinds of defects.

Models and Methods

The structural model used for periodic DFT calculations is the β-zeolite unit cell (a = 12.631

Å, b = 12.631 Å, c = 26.186 Å; α = β = γ = 90°) taken from the crystallographic

information file provided by the International Zeolite Association (IZA) website.13 The model

structure, see Figure 1, is reported in the IZA atlas as a mixture of α and β BEA polymorphs,

most properly labeled as ∗BEA. After geometry optimization of the silicate structure, a
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comprehensive mapping of the embedding sites was performed, with the systematic approach

described below, aimed at locating the preferred position for single platinum atoms. Due

to the great variety of topological sites characterizing the β-zeolite, an unbiased approach is

desirable to fix the starting coordinates of the platinum atoms within the structure. Only by

this leading scenario, after geometry optimization of the embedded platinum fragments, it is

conceivable to obtain minima suitable to characterize the potential energy surface originating

by the different starting configurations. Therefore, the following procedure was implemented.

A 3–D grid of points with predefined thickness was created to map BEA unit cell, resulting

in 10 points along a and b crystallographic axes (from the 0.00 to the 12.43 coordinate, in

Å) and 20 points along c (from 0.00 to 26.21 Å). Each of the 2000 grid points represents a

possible set of xyz coordinates of an embedded platinum atom. Cases in which the added

Pt atom resulted too close to the silicon and/or oxygen atoms of the zeolite framework

were excluded based on the van der Waals radii. In particular, the minimum Pt–O (or

Pt–Si) distance threshold of 1.8 Å was chosen. In order to discard those geometries showing

weak platinum-zeolite interactions, it was fixed, as a further constraint, that the distance

between Pt and the nearest framework center should not exceed 3.0 Å. This way 683 cases

out of thousands were selected. Single point calculations were performed on the latter and

relative energies were used to sort the structures in order of stability. Noticeably, many

of them showed almost the same energy, which was ascertained to correspond to similar,

if not identical, structures. A relative energy threshold (first sieve) allowed us to single

out the most promising 14 cases among the 683. These were subjected to ensuing geometry

optimization procedure, which let some structure to collapse to the same geometry minimum

(second sieve) and left only 8 Pt-zeolite structures. Following this, another energetic filter

(third sieve), ruled by visual inspection, allowed us to select new geometries where to add a

second platinum atom. Starting from the creation of a grid of points inside the unit cell, the

procedure was repeated on each of these selected geometries to find the best arrangments

for two platinum atoms inside the zeolite cages, and repeated once again for the Pt3@BEA
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case. For systems with two or three Pt atoms, minimum and maximum Pt–X (X=Si, O, Pt)

distances have also been set. That is, the coordinates of the new atom were accepted if the

distance with respect to the platinum atom(s) already present was within the range 2.4-2.8

Å, the thresholds with silicon and oxygen being the same as before. Moreover, the grid step

was adjusted, to locate a greater number of geometries in proximity of the already adsorbed

Pt center(s). The flowchart of this procedure, aimed at including the largest number of

significant structures, is illustrated in Scheme 1. The information related to the different

steps of the algorithm for the three Ptn systems are reported in Table 1. It must be stressed

that the criteria adopted for the sieves aimed at reducing the number of possible structures

to investigate by isolating the most significant cases. Due to the topological heterogeneity

of the analyzed systems, the energetic threshold values were varied, being lower when the

number of structures to be selected was greater. In any case, in the course of the analysis,

structures were also included, irrespective of their relative energetic stability, which after

an accurate visual inspection showed a heuristic potential to evolve into structures of likely

interest, when the number of included platinum atoms changed.

The cluster growth was evaluated calculating the ∆E for the following processes:

2Pt@BEA −−→ Pt2@BEA+ BEA (1)

3Pt@BEA −−→ Pt3@BEA+ 2BEA (2)

Pt2@BEA+ Pt@BEA −−→ Pt3@BEA+ BEA (3)

where the reactants are the same zeolite fragments in which either two or three platinum

atoms, or a single atom with a diatomic cluster, were adsorbed but did not interact with each

other. The products instead represent a zeolite in which a platinum cluster is formed. A

negative value of the concurrent energy differences means that the product cluster formation

inside the zeolite is favored.

In order to investigate the distortions of the zeolite cavities produced by the embedding

of platinum atoms, a point R, whose coordinates matched those of the first embedded plat-
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Scheme 1: Flowchart of the algorithm employed to locate the preferential position of a single
platinum atom and to study the cluster formation. At the beginning of the procedure, the
starting geometry is the optimized silicate framework; selected geometries are then used as
input for the second and third platinum atom addition.

inum atom, was chosen and around this the zeolite nuclei distribution was explored. In these

structures, all O–R and Si–R distances (corresponding to the O–Pt and Si–Pt distances

in the Pt-zeolite system) were computed and then sorted in increasing order. After choosing

an exploration radius around R, all the nuclei at a distance greater than this radius were dis-

carded, thus narrowing the analysis focus closer to R. Considering the cell parameters of the

employed model, we chose a value of 6.2 Å for the exploration radius, thus avoiding spurious

effects caused by periodic boundary conditions, while still encompassing an appropriately

large number of zeolite nuclei. For each oxygen and silicon center included in the exploration

radius of single couples of pristine and platinum-emebedded structures, two displacements

are computed. The first is the absolute displacement of nucleus A, ∆A

a
≡ |RA

p − RA

e |, at-

tributable to the platinum presence, whereRA

p are the coordinates of A in the pristine zeolite,

and RA

e those in the embedded zeolite. The second, conversely, is the radial displacement of

A with respect to the central point R, ∆A

r
≡ |RA

e −R| − |RA

p −R|.
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Computational Details

All calculations were performed within the density functional theory framework (DFT) by

using the SIESTA approach as implemented in the code bearing the same name.51 The PBE

exchange-correlation functional in the spin-polarized form was chosen,52 along with a double-

ζ quality numerical basis set. Sampling of reciprocal space was performed using a 2×2×2

Monkhorst-Pack grid and a value of 450 Ry for the mesh cutoff. Preliminary calculations

performed in selected cases allowed to conclude that a larger Monkhorst-Pack grid affected

the energy of the investigated systems in a negligible way.

The search for transition states associated with the Pt atom migration was performed

by means of the Empathes code,53 which implements the Nudged Elastic Band method

(NEB) and is interfaced with the SIESTA program. Every NEB calculation used 8 images,

generated by the image dependent pair potential approach and connected each other by

dynamic springs. The FIRE algorithm was employed to optimize the elastic band, with a

convergence threshold of (5× 10−3 Eh/Å) on the norm of NEB total forces.

Results and Discussion

Single Pt atom embedded in BEA cages

As shown by Table 1, 8 different structures have been identified for the adsorption of a

single platinum atom within the BEA framework. In these, the metal atom is inside a

unique zeolite cavity. The energy differences characterizing the various structures can be

attributed to the occurrence of different local topologies. It is noteworthy that, even if spin

polarized calculations were performed, the results obtained for all the investigated systems

always indicate a singlet multiplicity state. As a matter of fact, this is in agreement with

other evidences of spin state lowering that takes place in supported system when a platinum

atom is interacting with the zeolite framework with respect to unsupported ones.47 Figure 2
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shows a local view of the eigth optimized geometries. To emphasize the visualization of the

rings and cavities involved, it was decided to not show the whole unit cell. In each case, a

portion of the zeolite framework close to the Pt atom was conversely selected for the image

representation, obtained by repeating the unit cell in space when needed. In accordance

with the tiling arrangement accepted by IZA,13 the optimized structures can be divided into

the following five groups:

• t-bet cavity, in which the Pt atom interacts with 5-membered rings (5T);

• t-mtw cavity, with the Pt atom located in-between two 6-membered rings;

• t-bea-1* cavity, where the Pt atom protrudes towards the main channel and interacts

with 5T or 4T rings;

• t-umx* cavity, in which the Pt atom interacts with a 6T ring in a main channel;

• t-bea-2* cavity, where the Pt atom located in the main channel is near but not inside

the t-bet cavity.

Among the final Pt@BEA systems here investigated, four cases can be assigned to the t-bea-

1* cavity and these, in order to be distinguished, are labeled with additional letters “a-d”. In

Figure 2, significant structural parameters are shown above the corresponding structures. In

details they are the bond distances between platinum and the two nearest oxygen atoms, and

the related O–Pt–O bond angle. Finally, relative energies are also indicated. These were

calculated as the difference between the energy corresponding to the structure of the involved

system and that of the most stable one, taken as reference. Accordingly, an order of stability

among the structures could be extrapolated. Those containing the t-bet smallest cavities

resulted preferred, followed by those showing 6T ring pore. Systems in which platinum is

located within the main channel are up to 80-110 kJ mol−1 higher in energy with respect to

the most stable Pt@t-bet species.
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Analyzing things more in depth, it can be inferred that this trend is not strictly depen-

dent on the channel sizes, but rather on local interactions involving different zeolite surface

fragments and metal atoms. In details, in the most stable configurations, platinum is found

to form strong bonds with a couple of oxygen atoms (2.09-2.12 Å) and, more importantly, an

almost straight O–Pt–O bond angle. In particular, it seems that, regardless of the involved

cavity size, optimized structures are more stable when the O–Pt–O angle is close to 180◦.

In this context it is possible to frame the energetics of Pt@t-bea-1*(a) and Pt@t-bea-1*(b)

species, showing O–Pt–O angles of 178.6 and 175.2◦, respectively. In these the platinum

atom embedded in the main channel is in fact stabilized by an energy that is close to that

observed for the same metal atom when allocated in a smaller cavity. It can be conversely

observed that the four t-bea-1* fragments hosting the platinum atom in the same cavity

show energies that vary in a significant way, and stronger interations invariably occur when

the O–Pt–O bond angle is almost linear. Finally, it is important to note that in the case

of Pt@t-bea-1*(a) and Pt@t-bea-1*(b) species, the formation of this particular bond angle

was driven by the displacement of an oxygen atom from the silicon to which it was bonded,

resulting in a visible alteration of the framework regularity, which will be further discussed

later on.

Pt migration

In the hypothesis that a given metal atom approaches the smaller cages of a zeolite from

its main channels, platinum migration from the latter to the Pt@t-bet cavity was modeled

according to this mechanism. The metal shift between the two smaller cavities was also

studied. In the first process, the Pt@t-bea-1*(b) species was chosen as the starting arrange-

ment to represent a system bearing a platinum atom in the main channel. From this, Pt

atom shift took place in two steps, going through an intermediate, which resulted to be 20.5

kJ mol−1 more stable than the corresponding system and 13.1 kJ mol−1 higher in energy if

compared with the final one (see Figure S1). The two energy barriers, namely those from
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the reactant to the intermediate and from this one to the Pt@t-bet product resulted 102.6

and 127.6 kJ mol−1, respectively.

In the second process the platinum atom migrates in a single step (an high energy

ephemeral intermediate is actually in the path), crossing the wall that separates the two

cavities; the associated energy barrier was equal to 203.4 kJ mol−1. It is interesting to note

that, over the minimum energy path found by the NEB calculation (Figure S2), the plat-

inum atom rotates by pivoting on an oxygen bridging the two cavities. As a consequence,

a breakage in the zeolite structure is observed, while the O–Si bond distances get back to

the usual values in the product. The occurrence of structures that show the breaking of the

zeolite framework deserves further discussion. In fact, this has already been discussed in the

literature for zeolites with 6-membered rings,47 where that situation represented the most

stable configuration for an embedded platinum atom. In our case it is interesting to note

how geometries were found in which the breaking occured in the proximity of a 5T ring.

This kind of structure, however, features an energy sensibly higher than that of the stablest

structures found with the systematic search algorithm employed in the present work (see

Scheme 1).

Pt2 and Pt3 clusters inside BEA framework

Starting from the four most stable geometries with one adsorbed platinum atom, 12 cases

of Pt2@BEA systems have been identified (see Table 1) and five were selected after having

applied the third sieve. All systems, whose optimized geometries are reported in Figure 3,

resulted to be in a singlet multiplicity state. In the most stable of them, the second platinum

atom i) is placed at about 2.5 Å from the first, ii) slightly protrudes into the main zeolite

channel and iii) attracts one oxygen atom forming an almost straight bond angle. Two

pretty similar cases follow. In this, once again, the first platinum atom is located in the

t-mtw cavity and the second, positioned in the main t-bea-1* channel, attracts one oxygen

atom towards itself to form an almost linear bond angle. In a ca. 50 kJ mol−1 less stable
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arrangement, the first Pt atom is located in the smaller t-bet cavity, while the second, at

2.87 Å from the first, protrudes into the main channel and causes the rupture of the zeolite

framework with the formation of a 176.7° O–Pt–O bond angle. Notably, two of these

platinum-oxygen interactions, which seemingly rule the energetics of Pt@BEA adducts, are

present. Since the analysis performed on the framework (see Section “Cavity distortions”)

showed minor distortions, the lower stability of this system can be interpreted in terms of

the Pt–Pt distance. In fact, the interaction between the two metal atoms is rather weak,

being the bond distance sensibly higher than the optimal value of 2.34 Å, obtained for the

isolated Pt2 dimer in the triplet state, at the same calculation level of theory. Finally, two

platinum atoms at 2.78 Å from each other are located in the t-bea-1* channel and share

an oxygen atom to form bond angles that strongly deviates from the linearity (151.5° and

169.8°), presumably leading for this reason to the less stable among the considered Pt2@BEA

systems, being its relative energy 61.9 kJ mol−1.

The tendency of platinum to cluster was evaluated for the various cases, and it was found

a clustering behaviour that allows to further justify the particular stability of the Pt2@t-

mtw structures, where the platinum atoms are more intimately bonded. Thus, the Pt–Pt

distance plays a significant role to understand the energetics of Pt2@BEA systems, together

with the O–Pt–O interactions and framework distortions.

An analogous analysis was performed for the addition of the third platinum atom. Ac-

cording to the proposed systematic approach, 14 Pt3@BEA structures were identified and

grouped in 5 sets originating by the Pt2@BEA system (see Table 1). In the following, how-

ever, only minima within 30 kJ mol−1 of relative energy are taken into account for each cavity

group, for a total of 8 cases. The optimized structures, all in the singlet multiplicity state,

are reported in Figure 4, together with significant structural parameters of the three metal

atoms. In the most stable case two platinum atoms are located inside the t-mtw cavity, with

the third Pt that protrudes into the main channel, forming an isosceles triangle characterized

by Pt–Pt bond distances of 2.56, 2.57 and 2.72 Å. Only one platinum atom, the second in
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order of addition to the zeolite structure, features the typical O–Pt–O interaction. In a

nearly 35 kJ mol−1 less stable structure, the Pt3 cluster assumes the shape of an isosceles

triangle, reversed with respect to the previous case, that is with a single Pt inside the t-mtw

cavity and the other two in the main channel. The second platinum atom evenly interacts

with 3 oxygen atoms and there is a rupture of the zeolitic framework regularity due to the

formation of the linear O–Pt–O configuration, further discussed in the next section. With

the third structure, named Pt3@t-bea-1*(a), the relative energy rises to 118.2 kJ mol−1 and

the cluster assumes the shape of a scalene triangle at the intersection between the two main

12T channels of BEA. Two platinum atoms share an oxygen within the favorable O–Pt–O

interacting mode, and consequently framework distortions are present as for Pt2@t-bea-1*

system. The fourth system, characterized by a relative energy of 140.5 kJ mol−1, features an

almost linear arrangement of the three platinum atoms (angle 171.4°) with distances equal to

2.52 and 2.56 Å. Only the second Pt atom interacts with two oxygens in the linear O–Pt–O

fragment, being the framework just slightly perturbed. At almost equal energy (144.8 kJ

mol−1) a new structure similar to the other Pt3@t-bea-1* follows in which, however, the

scalene triangle formed by the Pt3 cluster at the intersection between the channels has fewer

interactions with the zeolite walls: this is especially true for the third platinum atom, which

finds the closest oxygen 3.66 Å apart. Only the first Pt shows the preferential interaction

with two oxygens and due to this a t-bet cavity is broken, as happened for the same site

with one and two platinum atoms. The last three systems, belonging to the t-bet group,

are characterized by the fact that the Pt3 cluster assumes a bent shape with angles of 85.1°,

86.4°and 88.6°, going towards the least stable case, which has a relative energy of 193.1 kJ

mol−1. In these systems, irrespective of the involved energy, two platinum atoms interact

with two oxygen atoms, being the connected cavity broken, while the third Pt only sees a

single O atom nearby.

Overall, it is evident the sensible difference in energy among the 8 selected systems, where

the first two differ by 35.2 kJ mol−1 while the less stable structure is nearly 190 kJ mol−1
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higher in energy than the Pt3@t-mtw(c) reference. These findings can be rationalized in

terms of the embedded cluster geometry compared to that of the in-vacuo Pt3 structure,

investigated at the same computational level. The latter indeed appears to be an equilateral

triangle in singlet multiplicity state, with Pt–Pt bond distances of 2.48 Å. It can be argued,

by comparing the more and less stable cases, that the system is more stable as the embedded

Pt3 cluster gets closer to this ideal configuration. The second factor determining the stability

of the studied systems is the possibility of interactions with the zeolite walls; in these terms

we can in fact interpret the energetic order found between the two Pt3@t-bea-1* cases.

Interestingly, Pt3@t-mtw(a), where a linear arrangement occurs, has an energy in-between

the two Pt3@t-bea-1* systems. It evidently represents a peculiar zeolitic fragment suitable

to accommodate, without the occurrence of large framework distortions, the three platinum

atoms, characterized by Pt–Pt bond distances similar to those of both the more stable

Pt3@BEA system and the in-vacuo triangular platinum cluster.

Cavity distortions

Figures 5 to 7 display the graphs obtained by performing a framework distortion analysis

focused on the oxygen atoms, following the approach outlined in the “Models and Methods”

section, for all the Ptn@BEA systems. Accordingly, in a given graph, the values in the

abscissa represent the distance between the reference point R and the oxygen atoms in the

pristine BEA cell, while in the ordinate are reported the modules of both the absolute (∆O
a
)

and radial (∆O
r
) displacements from that distance. The corresponding graphs that refer to

the silicon atoms are reported in Figures S3-S5 of SI. Incidentally, for Pt@BEA structures

only the cases corresponding to cavities for which the equivalent systems with two and

three platinum atoms are present were taken into account; the t-bea-1*(b) species of Figure

2 was, for example, not considered. The graph relating to the t-bet system in Figure 5

shows minimal distortions; in fact, the two most intense peaks consist of displacements by

approximately 0.3 and 0.2 Å, while all the silicon positions in the framework remains almost
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unchanged (see Figure S3). These data allow one to interpret the particular stability of the

t-bet cage structure: the O–Pt–O interaction occurs naturally into a frame that is quite

already suitable, in terms of volume and zeolite framework topology, to effectively host one

platinum atom. Rising in relative energy, the graph of the t-mtw system shows, among

all, 5 oxygen peaks between 2.10 and 2.80 Å, mostly of the radial kind, whose absolute

displacements range from 0.4 to 0.8 Å. They correspond to five of the t-mtw cavity oxygen

atoms closer to the reference point R. Therefore, these oxygen centers undergo sensible

modifications when Pt is inserted, while once again the Si atoms mostly maintain their

positions, since the oxygen atom rotates around the Si–O–Si axis. The last graph of Figure

5 shows several oxygen peaks with magnitude greater than 0.5 Å: at 1.45 Å, 2.40 Å, 2.46 Å

and then again at 3.79 Å. Also two silicon atoms have undergone displacements of ca. 0.4

Å. The corresponding distortions showed different ∆ characters, as proved by the peaks at

2.18 and 2.32 Å in Figure S3. Analyzing the structure in more details, it can be observed

that the latter are indeed coupled with the first two oxygen signals discussed above, jointly

corresponding to a situation in which the framework is broken. In fact, the silicon atoms

move away from each other, each bringing an oxygen atom with itself. As a consequence,

there is a Si–O distance of 2.66 Å (whereas in the pristine zeolite framework it is 1.66 Å).

Moving to systems with two zeolite-embedded platinum atoms, Figure 6 shows the ∆O
a

and ∆O
r
characteristics of the two platinum atoms systems. The first three panels, corre-

sponding to the most stable t-mtw structures, exhibit several intense (up to 1.1 Å of absolute

displacement) and closely spaced peaks in the range between 2.17 and 3.57 Å. This finding

lets to infer that for the Pt2@BEA systems, the zeolite distortions are not predominant in

destabilizing the supported structures with respect to the original BEA units. The box re-

lating to the Pt2@t-bet species is characterized by very slight distortions compared to the

others, despite the presence of a peak for oxygen at ca. 3.10 Å, with a distortion value

close to 1.0 Å, and two peaks for silicon at distances of 2.76 and 3.95 Å, both showing a

distortion value equal to 0.4 Å (see Figure S4), that were negligible in the graph of the
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Pt@t-bet system. They correspond to a break of the zeolite framework in which the Si

atom, showing larger radial displacements, moves away, jointly with the oxygen atom, from

the other silicon so that the latter is found at a distance of 2.83 Å (against 1.66 Å of the

original structure). The driving force of this break can be identified in the oxygen attraction

exerted by the platinum atom to form an almost linear arrangement. Finally, for the less

stable Pt2@t-bea-1* structure the same peaks of Si and O that characterized the cavity with

a single embedded platinum atom are present, only subjected both to subtle variations in

magnitude and to the already discussed framework modifications. It is interesting to point

out that the first oxygen peak, located at 1.45 Å and showing a distortion value equal to 1.3

Å, is now associated with one O–Pt–O interaction mode between the oxygen and both the

two metal atoms, as discussed in the previous section. Furthermore, this peak and the one

centered at 2.46 Å have radial displacements in the average, but they reach the maximum

values of the absolute displacement among all the systems.

Figure 7 reports the distortion behaviors taking place in the different BEA cavities related

to systems with three platinum atoms embedded in the zeolite framework. The most stable

Pt3@t-mtw(c) case unveils the two highest peaks (1.18 and 1.06 Å) at 2.73 and 3.57 Å from

the center taken as reference, thus being very similar to the behavior of the corresponding

site with two platinum atoms, in fact only the second peak became slightly more intense. The

next panel shows the same peaks in the range 2.17–3.57 Å that were already observed for the

Pt2@t-mtw structures, with little changes in the signal behaviors. The one at 3.22 Å couples

with the silicon peak at 2.94 Å of 1.08 Å of absolute displacement (which conversely was

negligible in the Si graph of the supported Pt2 structure) in a break of the zeolitic framework

where the two atom move apart to a final Si-O distance of 3.30 Å. An off-scale oxygen peak

is also observed, corresponding to an O atom that moved, significantly, in order to bond with

two other silicon atoms different to those present in the initial couple. Its position is now

actually occupied by the added third platinum atom. The behavoir of t-bea-1*(a) has not

undergone substantial changes passing from the system involving two to that involving three
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embedded platinum atoms, neither for oxygen nor for silicon displacement. The same result

observing the the subsequent panel and the, there represented, Pt2@t-mtw(a) system. The

Pt3@t-bea-1*(b) species presents a framework break produced by the first Pt atom already

added to the zeolite. However, the graph shows less intense peaks with respect to both its

parent structures having one and two platinum atoms. Pt3@t-bea-1*(a) is less stable than

the related (b) one, due to fewer interactions occurring between the cluster and the zeolite

walls. The values reported in the panels regarding the Pt3@t-bet geometry group are very

similar to each other. If compared to the equivalent structures characterized by the presence

of two platinum atoms, the O and Si peaks related to the rupture of the framework are

once again systematically observed, being those of silicon at slightly higher intensity (0.50-

0.60 Å against the previous values of 0.40 Å, see Figures 7 and S5). Furthermore, other

peaks of oxygen atoms reaching values of about 1.0 Å are also present, with a characteristic

prevalence of an angular component of the displacement, as can be deduced by the large

difference between ∆O
a
and ∆O

r
.

Energetics of the clustering process

The tendecy to clustering was evaluated inside all the considered cavities by calculating the

∆E values according to processes (1)-(3). The results are collected in Table 2. Besides,

Figure 8 shows the relative energies concerning sets of systems characterized by the presence

of embedded Pt cluster having a different number (1-3) of atoms inside the cavities. As

can be noticed from the negative values in the first column, Pt2 clusters are favored over

two isolated Pt atoms, and this is true regardless the kind of cavity. The greatest tendency

towards growth however occurs in the cases where the t-mtw cavity is involved. This is the

second in order of stability as regards the location of a single platinum atom, but is actually

energetically the preferred over the others for the Pt2@BEA systems. The structures involved

in the different systems easily explain these findings. In fact, as previously highlighted,

the t-bet cavity is already suitable for hosting one platinum atom, while the t-mtw cavity
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undergoes distortions of the framework. However, in the latter, two metal atoms exhibit a

smaller bond distance hence higher cluster-like features.

The values reported in the second column shows that Pt3@BEA systems are favored

over three isolated atoms, except for the t-bet sites. Growth in this cavity is indeed ther-

modynamically unfavorable. This is not surprising given that in this case a comparison is

performed between the worst condition for clustering within the Pt3 group (see Figure 8)

with the best energetic condition that is possible to find for a single Pt embedded in the

zeolite. From the structural point of view, the t-bet cavity is too small to accommodate the

three platinum atoms; in fact already the second Pt added in this cavity protrudes towards

the main channel, so that the cluster is characterized by little interactions with the zeolite

walls. In the case of the other two types of cavities, on the other hand, the presence of a Pt3

particle is strongly favored, with ∆E values ranging from about 115 to 240 kJ mol−1.

The third column of Table 2 shows the difference between the energy of an embedded

Pt3 cluster in a given cavity and the energy of both one metal dimer and one metal atom

placed in two distinct cavities of the same type. The positive value of +18.1 kJ mol−1

characterizing the t-mtw(a) cavity, see Table 2, stands out, as an example, from this kind of

data adjustment, which leads to an internal comparison of the three possible structures in

the t-mtw group. If the preferred system for two platinum atoms is the first, the addition of

a further Pt atom leads to a not particularly stable situation, due to the lack of significant

interactions between the metal triangle-shaped cluster and the zeolite framework. Thus the

growth process to Pt3 most likely follows the c-type structure formation.

Needless to say, clustering could be further investigated, even until complete saturation of

the main zeolite channel is reached. However, this is clearly outside the scope of the present

work, since the studied systems are intended to be used as catalysts. Thus, on the contrary,

a minimum size is desirable provided that the corresponding minimum size cluster is effective

to have catalytic activity hence, as prerequisite, is available to interact with substrates in

the main zeolite channel.
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Conclusions

An approach within the DFT framework was employed to identify preferential location of

platinum atoms inside a β-zeolite model and to study the growth of a minimal cluster. Pt

atoms migration through cages was also addressed, by means of a transition state search

following the NEB approach.

A comparative structural analysis involving different cavities and platinum atom numbers

showed that the optimal geometry involving a single platinum atom takes place when the

formation of a O–Pt–O unit in an almost linear arrangement occurs. This seems to be the

driving force that mainly determine the local structure properties of the metal-functionalized

BEA and may cause breaking of the zeolite structure even when only one platinum atom is

included in a cage. Energetic preference for clustering was observed against the occurring

of multiple distinct interactions between zeolite sites and metal centers, leading to slightly

different cluster geometries. With respect to this, the Pt–Pt distance is actually a sensible

factor in orienting the energetics of the Pt2@BEA species while the cluster geometry become

very significant in the case of the Pt3@BEA species, where the closer the shape of the cluster

is to that of an equilateral triangle, the more stable the corresponding fragment results.

Platinum migration characterized by the crossing of the wall of different cavities may

occur with relatively low energy barriers, although occasionally, due to the local topology,

the same process could be hindered by prohibitive energy values.

Since zeolite systems with metal atoms protruding towards the main zeolite channel,

where reactions are likely to occur, have potential catalytic activity, future developments will

be addressed to simulate, on Pt-embedded zeolites, catalytic reactions of interest in the fuel

industry, such as paraffines hydrogenation/dehydrogenation, as part of hydroisomerization

or cracking processes.
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Supporting Information Available

Diagrams representing minimum energy paths for Pt migration between the zeolite cages;

graphs for silicon atom displacement analysis; optimized geometries of the most stable

Ptn@BEA systems in xyz format.
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Table 1: Numbers of structures following the application of the three
sieves characterizing the systems with one, two and three platinum
atoms.

Starting structures Structures after

1st sievea 2nd sievea 3rd sievea,b

Pt1@BEA 683 14 8 4

Pt2@BEA 10, 19, 61, 58 40 3, 4, 3, 2 5

Pt3@BEA 17, 18, 17, 17, 29 20 2, 3, 2, 4, 3 –

a For details on the procedure summarized by the term “sieve” see text and
Scheme 1

b The third sieve selects the m most stable structures with n Pt atoms
and allow one to pick out m sets of new starting structures containing
n+ 1 Pt atoms. For example, after having applied the third sieve to the
Pt1@BEA case, four geometries are left, which can be labeled a, b, c, d; a
second Pt atom is added to each of these, so that 148 starting structures
are builded for the Pt2@BEA system, i.e. 10 structures originating from
a, 19 structures from b, 61 from c and 58 from d.
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Table 2: ∆E values related to the processes represented by equations (1)-(3), calculated for
every investigated BEA cavity investigated.

Structure Process ∆E (kJ mol−1)

step 1 step 2 step 3

t-bet(a) -16.2 +8.6 +24.8
t-bet(b) -16.2 +18.1 +34.3
t-bet(c) -16.2 +32.6 +48.8

t-bea-1*(a) -70.8 -143.3 -72.5
t-bea-1*(b) -70.8 -116.7 -45.9

t-mtw(a) -119.8 -101.7 +18.1
t-mtw(b) -110.3 -207.0 -96.7
t-mtw(c) -104.3 -242.2 -137.9
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Figure 1: The BEA unit cell of 192 atoms (licorice representation; O=red, Si=yellow),
within the periodic framework (wired representation), viewed along the ac plane. The used
cell parameters are: a=b= 12.631 Å, c=26.186 Å; α = β = γ = 90°.
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2.10, 2.11 Å; 176.8◦

0.0 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bet

2.12, 2.13 Å; 176.3◦

27.2 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-mtw

1.98, 2.18 Å; 178.6◦

27.6 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bea-1∗(a)

2.00, 2.18 Å; 175.2◦

33.6 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bea-1∗(b)

2.15, 2.22 Å; 146.7◦

79.6 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-umx∗

2.18, 2.27 Å; 143.1◦

80.3 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bea-2∗

2.15, 2.31 Å; 139.8◦

97.4 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bea-1∗(c)

2.16, 2.39 Å; 129.7◦

109.7 kJ mol−1

Pt@t-bea-1∗(d)

Figure 2: Local views of the eight Pt@BEA optimized geometries (O=red, Si=yellow,
Pt=blue). Relevant Pt–O distances and O–Pt–O angles are reported above each struc-
ture; below the relative energy values, calculated with respect to the more stable species are
also reported along with the tiling arrangement labels used to identify, in accordance with
IZA,13 the cavity in which the platinum atom is located.
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1.98, 2.18 Å; 169.8◦

2.10, 2.09 Å; 151.5◦

61.9 kJ mol−1

Pt
2
@t-bea-1∗

Figure 3: Local views of the five Pt2@BEA optimized geometries (O=red, Si=yellow,
Pt=blue). Above each structure Pt–Pt bond distance is reported, together with relevant
Pt–O distances and O–Pt–O angles for the first and the second embedded Pt atom. Below
there are the relative energy values, calculated with respect to the most stable species, along
with the label used to identify the systems, underlying the cavity in which the first platinum
atom is located.
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Figure 4: Local views of the eight Pt3@BEA optimized geometries. O=red, Si=yellow,
Pt=blue. Above each structure Pt–Pt distances and angles are reported, together with
relevant Pt–O distances and O–Pt–O angles for the first, second and third embedded Pt
atom. The relative energy values, calculated with respect to the most stable species, are
shown below each structure, together with the tiling label identifying the cavity where the
first platinum is located.
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Figure 5: Absolute (∆O
a
, blue) and radial (∆O

r
, red) displacements of the framework oxygen

atoms in Pt@BEA systems with respect to the pristine zeolite structure, within an explo-
ration radius of 6.2 Å around the coordinates of the reference point R. Panels of the different
cavities in which the platinum atom is located are reported in increasing relative energy,
from top to bottom.
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Figure 6: Absolute (∆O
a
, blue) and radial (∆O

r
, red) of the framework oxygen atoms in

Pt2@BEA systems with respect to the pristine zeolite structure, within an exploration radius
of 6.2 Å around the coordinates of the reference point R. Panels of the different cavities in
which the platinum dimer is located are reported in increasing relative energy, from top to
bottom.
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Figure 7: Absolute (∆O
a
, blue) and radial (∆O

r
, red) of the framework oxygen atoms in

Pt3@BEA systems with respect to the pristine zeolite structure, within an exploration radius
of 6.2 Å around the coordinates of the reference point R. Panels of the different cavities in
which the platinum cluster is located are reported in increasing relative energy, from top to
bottom, left to right. The arrow in the Pt3@t-mtw(b) panel indicates an off-scale point at
∆O

a
= 2.75 Å.
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Figure 8: Energetics of and relations between the Ptn@BEA systems considered for evalu-
ating the clustering tendency. Vertically, cases with 1, 2 and 3 platinum atoms inside the
different cavities are reported (left to right). The relative energy within the group is given
below the cavity label. Horizontally, cases with the metal atoms in a certain cavity (t-bet-,
t-mtw and t-bea-1∗, represented by different colors) are connected to their parent Ptn−1 sys-
tem by dashed lines.
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